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Al Kamandjâti Association (AK) was created in October 2002 by Ramzi Aburedwan, a Pales-
tinian violist (gold medal from the Conservatoire of Angers) from the Al Am’ari refugee camp, 
Ramallah. AK aims at supporting the education and schooling of Palestinian children by making 
music more accessible to them, especially those living in refugee camps and villages through-
out Palestine and Lebanon. This project encourages them to make music and thus transcend 
the daily hardships due to the Israeli military occupation. AK currently teaches 500 students.

 www.alkamandjati.com  

Terre des Hommes was established in 1960 by the Swiss jour-
nalist  ist Edmond Kaiser and its name is inspired by the title 
of a book of  Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. After 5 decades, Terre 
des Hommes International Federation involves 10 national 
organizations working to protect children’s right and to promote 
an equitable development. Currently, Terre des Hommes works 

in 72 Countries with more than 1.200 projects in favour of vulnerable children.

Terre des Hommes Italia Foundation (TdH It) is currently intervening in 24 low-income countries, irrespective of politi-
cal, racial or religious considerations, in defence of the rights of children. Tdh-It has been operating in the occupied Palestin-
ian Territories since 2000, where it implements actions aiming at responding to a number of basic needs of children and 
vulnerable people in Palestinian society while promoting children’s and vulnerable people’s basic rights, as stated in the 
international conventions, namely the right to education, health and expression as well as the right to a balanced psychoso-
cial development, with the belief that attaining these rights will empower and enable Palestinian children and vulnerable 
people to become active citizens in their communities. Tdh-It implements this strategy in partnership with Palestinian NGOs, 
contributing to their institutional building and development by providing them with technical and financial capacities. 
www.terredeshommes.it 

The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have decided to gradually link to-
gether their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 
50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst 
maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms.
The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries 
and peoples beyond its borders.
The European Union  is a major player in international cooperation and devel-opment aid. It 
is also the world’s largest humanitarian aid donor. The primary aim of the EU’s own develop-
ment policy, agreed in November 2000, is the eradication of poverty.

http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/westbank/index_ar.htm
http://europa.eu  http://ec.europa.eu/world 

This project id co-funded by
 The European Union
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2.   Introduction

In the frame of the project “Music bridges West Bank, Italy and France”, implemented by Terre des Hommes Italia (TdH It) 
and Al Kamandjati (AK) and co-funded by TdH It and the European Union, the possibilities of access to culture in general and 
to music in particular of children living in the 3 refugee camps of Qalandia, al-Am’ari and Jalazone (Ramallah Governorate) 
has been strengthened, providing children with basic music education. The project, lasting three years and started in Febru-
ary 2010, developed from the belief that learning music cultivates many skills that will continue to be useful to the children 
throughout their life. 

Among the several activities implemented thanks to this intervention, Al Kamandjati teachers provided music education 
to students attending 1st, 2nd and 3rd grades of 6 primary schools: al Am’ari Girls primary school, al Am’ari Boys primary 
school, Qalandia Girls primary school, Qalandia boys’ primary school, Jalazone Girls primary school and Jalazone Boys pri-
mary school. 

A part from giving the students the opportunity to approach music as an accessible form of art, becoming familiar with and 
proud of their cultural heritage, learning Western music tradition, improving coordination, listening and singing skills, the 
introduction of music education through participatory teaching methodologies are meant to enable children and youth to 
develop new ways of expressing their feelings, enjoy the pleasure of producing and listening music as a group activity, and to 
help them in overcoming daily pressure and limitations of living in refugee camps.

Throughout the project’s implementation, AlKamandjati teachers also carried out a training path addressed to UNRWA 
teachers of grades 1st, 2nd and 3rd of the above-listed schools. This training path was structured into two components: 

a.    Theoretical training

Every year approximately 40 class teachers benefitted from 24 hours theoretical training on basic music education. The 
training, having an introductory nature, aimed at initiating teachers to the subjects to be taught by AK to pupils during the 
music introduction sessions at UNRWA schools. 

b.    On the job training

The training foresaw also an on the job component coinciding with the music introduction classes provided by AK teach-
ers at UNRWA schools. UNRWA teachers, in fact, assisted and actively participated to the classes, after being theoretically 
trained, in order to assimilate the practice of what they have learnt theoretically. The relationship with AK teachers at this 
stage was a sort of mentorship, aiming at a proactive attitude of UNRWA teachers that, at the end of the project, would have 
been provided with a basic musical knowledge on the one side and with a practical experience on how to teach music on the 
other side, thus guaranteeing the sustainability of the project and of its approach.

Bringing together European and Palestinian music teachers and students allowed the sharing of expertise, the approach to 
and discovery of each other traditional cultures and the exchange of educational material.
This toolkit, consisting of a booklet and CD, is therefore the main concrete output of the educational paths designed by Eu-
ropean trainers and AlKamandjati and it includes all activities that have proved to be good practices. The preparation of the 
kit and collection of material has been a continuous work during the three years of intervention. 
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3.   Methodology and reading guide

This toolkit has been developed and thought only as a template for teachers; hence, teachers should feel free to change the 
lesson plan in accordance to their own style and the progress of the student group they are teaching to. 

Its first part describes the main topics of music education and gives suggestions on how to approach them in a class and with 
a group of children either not having or having just little music knowledge. (Rhythmic games, voice games, listening, learning 
a song, improvisation, instrument making, music theory, etc.). 

From these resources, the teacher can build a program tailored on the capabilities of the group which s/he addresses, with 
the help of the second part of the toolkit, which gives suggestions on how to prepare a lesson, starting from basic organiza-
tional requirements, followed by concrete examples and tools.

All activities and suggestions presented in this publication were carefully selected by AlKamandjâti teachers thanks to their 
experience within UNRWA classes and are tailored on needs and skills of children attending 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade of Prima-
ry schools. Moreover, this toolkit aims at showing to mainstream teachers that teaching music education helps in stimulating 
positive relationship among students and within the group in general and that, as long as teachers are trained and provided 
with simple guidelines, it could be an enjoyable and affordable experience to better performing their job.

In fact, while there are several different subjects offered in school, few can compete with the creative element offered by 
music education. Students have an outlet in which they can express themselves. They can relate to the words, notes or instru-
ments they are experiencing. Many teachers, students and parents would admit that music, along with the traditional means 
of education, gives a good feeling they carry with them throughout the day.
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4. Main Topics of Music Education 

In order to teach music to primary school children, it is essential first to have a stock of ideas on suitable activities on rhyth-
mic games, vocal games, use of small percussion instruments and/or of body percussion, on knowledge of the music theory, 
on improvisation, etc.  In fact music education is, to the same extent as any other school subject, made up by many different 
parts which need to be carefully integrated in order to catch and keep children’s attention. 

For this reason, here follows a list of activities divided per main theme, with additional activities that might be performed 
during music classes. Later on, teachers will be able to create new activities, according to theirs and classes’ acquired skills. 

a. Warm up

The time of the warm-up is the one by which the children, when they begin a musical activity, get ready to be concentrated, 
to feel comfortable with their body, to make their voice flexible and light, to enable their body to listen to, to sing, to play an 
instrument, to improvise. It is not a time of learning, but rather a moment for teacher and pupils to get ready to change the 
atmosphere while switching from a subject to another, creating together a nice and enjoyable atmosphere. Hence, the warm 
up should be done at the beginning of each lesson, through:

    - Relaxing by breathing

    - Relaxation of the body, nape, neck, forehead, etc.

    - Opening of the vocal apparatus (larynx, palate, etc.)

    - Vocal exercises (vocalization)

b. Rhythmic games

Rhythm is essentially linked with body movement and body percussion; hence, the learning of the rhythm should begin with 
the body, and not by reading of signs on a board. These signs come only later, once the rhythm established in the pelvis, the 
feet, the bust. For that purpose, the simplest and the most effective is to begin with the pulsation by means of feet, in connec-
tion with the voice to facilitate marks.

Follow the Leader

Here the students repeat the rhythms the teacher plays. Once the students become more comfortable with repeating the 
rhythms, ask them to come up and become the leaders one at a time.

Clap in the gap

Divide the students into two groups. Ask the first group to clap a basic repeated rhythm meter 1, 2, 3. Ask the other group to 
clap in the gaps between the claps.

Learn names through a game

The point of this is to make this more personal as teachers might find it difficult to remember the names of all their students. 
The game is one where we put a rhythm to each child’s name and that way I can try and remember their names.

Developing attention and concentration through rhythm

This is a fun exercise with percussion instruments develops attention and concentration. Give a number to each child in the 
circle and ask them to remember it. At first the teacher says some random numbers and the kids have to play their instru-
ments when they are called. Later the teacher chooses one number to start; the child plays briefly their instrument and then 
calls a second number. The second child will play his instrument and call another number. This should continue until every-
one had a chance. We can increase speed and difficulty. 
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Rhythms with percussion instruments

Distribute one percussion instrument to each student, and ask to be quiet and not play right away. They will all play anyway! 
So give each child a little time to discover their instrument, to try to obtain different sounds using different techniques. While 
one is playing the others should be in silence and listening. Maybe go around in the circle twice or three times.

After the children have discovered their instrument use two simple symbols, one for the sound (DUM) and the other for the 
silence (ES). Write a small sequence of these symbols on the board and ask them to play it. Then write an opposite sequence 
below the first one:

Sequence 1: DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES

Sequence 2: ES  DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES DUM

Divide the children in two groups; the first group will perform sequence 1 and the second group will perform sequence 2. 

Rhythm-talk 

Before playing the game it is essential to explain to the children that every spoken language has its own unique beat and you 
can find music and rhythm within it. Choose a number of words and phrases to teach the children their rhythms. For the 
purpose of this exercise I chose the following:

•  Arnab, batta, na7la

•  Shajara, baqara, Samaka

•  Urkud ,Waqef, bass

•  La2a la2a Aa

•  Ma turkod, ma twaqqef, wet7arak

After the students have mastered these chooses a song and teach it to them with the clapping rhythms. For this exercise You 
might choose the following song:

Imshi Imshi ya Qitar  3a Siket il 7adid

7amel Ma3ak kul msafer chick chick chick chick beep (x2)

The next step is to ask the children to play only the rhythms of the song without singing or saying the words and ask them to 
imagine singing the song in their minds.

Rhythm words

In this game there is one speaker and the rest are clappers. The speaker says a name of a famous person and the clappers 
clap back the rhythm of this name. Every student gets a chance to be the speaker.

Call and response

Here follows a conversation between two students occurs while clapping the rhythms of the words at the same time. Use the 
following conversation for this:

Keef 7alak

Mnee7
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Winta keefak (Winti Keefek)

Students should pass the call to the next person until everyone has had a turn.

Clapping phrases while walking the beat

Urkod waqqef bass  (Tatti Tatti Ta)      
Ma Turkud Ma twaqqef wetharrak (Ta Tatti Ta Tatti tatti Ta) 

Clapping words (Table 1)

We have nine words: arnab, batta, nahla, kalb, shams, far, shajara, samaka, baqara. For each word there’s a big piece of paper 
with the picture of the object/animal, its name written on the bottom, and in the middle a graphic notation regarding the 
rhythm of the word. Arnab, batta and nahla are ta ta and the symbol is I I; kalb, shams and far are ta es and the symbol is I Z; 
shajara, samaka and baqara are tati ta and the symbol is I. At first we try to guess the rhythm of each word, after we clap it 
and we try to read the graphical notation. Giving a movement also to the silence helps a lot; the movement might be a cross 
over with the hands, that in common body language means absence. Another thing the teacher can do is to put some tape on 
the board and ask some students to stick the pictures in a horizontal line on the board as they please and then the class can 
try to read and clap the sequence. The most important thing is to always start from a pulse motion (stepping regularly) and 
maintain the movement while performing each rhythm.

Deliberate Mistake 

Write out a rhythmic exercise on the board, perform it for the students and include a deliberate mistake and see if they notice 
it and if they can remember where it was made.

Solfeggio Rhythm Exercises: half notes, quarter notes, eighth notes and quarter note’s rest (Table 2)

Provide a hand-out of Table 2 to each student and to the teacher. Review the concepts and have them perform rhythmic 
solfeggio exercises written on the blackboard in spoken rhythm. Then ask them to clap the same exercises while you are tap-
ping the beat for them. Explain that rests are not to be clapped. Switching from spoken rhythms to clapped or tapped rhythm 
is quite difficult it takes a few times of repetition and maybe a few lessons.

Valzer (Table 3) 

Introduce the idea of the repeated sign.

Clap each row as a class and then slowly split them into 4 groups doing four different things. Clapping the dif-ferent lines one 
at a time is quite easy for children; however, clapping the 4 lines simultaneously is rather challenging. The teacher should 
modify the exercise as needed, maybe just two lines at a time or more if the classroom is following well. 

Time Signature

After you have introduced the time signature ask the students to clap and stamp beats in time signatures of 4/4, 3/4 and 2/4. 
They are not allowed to do the same thing more than twice (clicking fingers, clapping, stamping etc.)

Dum Tack 

The objective of this activity is to introduce children to basic rhythms. This activity is based on two sounds: Dum (clapping 
hands-represented by a circle) and Tack (beating hands on the table-represented by a line). The teacher draws on the black-
board scores using different meters (4/4, 3/4, 2/4) and asks students to perform them using the rules mentioned above.
After a while, the teachers might ask students to propose new rhythms.

Game of numbers

The goal of this game is to stimulate attention and listening to the others. Children are put in a circle. Each child has his/
her right hand’s palm on the left hand back of the child next to him/her. Each child pronounces a number, starting from one 
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and proceeding anticlockwise. Each time there is 4 or one of its multiples, the child in charge should keep silent. The ‘jolly’ 
number might change (you can use 5, 6 etc.). The same game might be performed using a simple rhythmical sequence (for 
ex., TA Ti/Ti and who does a mistake goes out from the circle). 

Body percussion with increasing complexity

The goal of this activity is to stimulate coordination, attention and to enable children to memorize a complex sequence.
The activity is performed with children sitting on their chairs behind their desks. The rhythm is based on 7 sounds and a rest. 
At the beginning, all children are asked to mark the seven beats on the desk, while the eighth one is mute. Every two rounds 
(14 sounds and 2 rests) the teacher includes a new gesture until the class reaches a point where all sounds are linked to a 
different gesture.

1st step: desk-desk-desk-desk-desk-desk-desk-mute (twice)

2ndstep: desk-clap- desk-desk-desk-desk-desk-mute (twice)

3rd step: desk-clap- snap-desk-desk-desk-desk-mute (twice)

4th step: desk-clap-snap-chest-desk-desk-desk-mute (twice)

5th step: desk-clap-snap-chest-snap-desk-desk-mute (twice)
 
6th step: desk-clap-snap-chest-snap-clap-desk-mute (twice)

Then, ask children to reduce gestures one by one until they reach again step 1.

c. Vocal games

The voice is the first instrument that everyone is able to use to create music. Singing with children on a daily basis means to 
apply all notions learned through music together (rhythm, melody, dynamics, memory, movement). Singing together helps 
in listening to ourselves, to the teachers and to the others.

Pedagogy of music is based on games; playing with our voice is the first step of the musical initiation. With regard to Pri-
mary schools, the good chance is that vocal games and exercises could be performed in a group instead of being alone with 
a teacher. This of course helps children in enjoying it more, in being less shy, in learning how to listen to the others and in 
evaluating theirs and others’ performances.

Vocalizing sounds one thinks of

Ask the students to make any sound they like ranging from sounds of nature, animals, humans, machines, musical instru-
ments, etc.

Sound and colour

Each child sings a pitch in their own range, breathing periodically. The goal is for the child to feel the change in the colour of 
sound as it moves from the chest to their throat, mouth, nose and out of the body. 
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Sound in space

Each child sings a pitch in their own range, breathing periodically. Students should be asked to move around getting close to 
and away from surfaces (walls, desks, black board, other students, etc.) in order to experience the changes of sound in space.

Free up your voice!

We all put our hand on our neck and try to speak. Notice a vibration: our vocal strings work like the strings of a violin. Pro-
nounce different sounds, starting with letters:

shsshhshshshshshshshshshshssh

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Now try again but standing up properly, trying to open up the chest, mouth and nose breathing deeply.

Role play

Everyone chooses a world or a short sentence. Try to say this same word in different ways: really loud, really soft,  fast, slow, 
speaking like a little girl, speaking like an old man, pretending to be upset, surprised, happy, sad, sleepy, etc.

Role play

Assign a role to each child through their own suggestions and help them experiment with sounds. Previously the teachers 
assign the sounds to experiment with, after a while he/she tries to revive students’ imagination and through suggestions 
helps them choose the sounds they would like to experiment with. 

Your friend’s voice

Everyone has got a different voice; do you know your friends› voice? All in a circle, one child is in the middle, their eyes cov-
ered with a scarf. One of the others says a little sentence; the one in the middle has to guess who spoke.

Call and response

Children should be asked to spread throughout the space so that they can see each other. Each student should choose two 
notes (an interval) to sing throughout this exercise. What happens here is that one student addresses another with their 
own specific call and receives the response from their friends which in turn becomes their own call to another person. This 
continues until each student has had a chance to send out a call and return with a response. 
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Transmission of sound 

The goal of this game is to establish a continuous vocal line consisting of voices from the whole classroom. Here one student 
begins singing (improvising) and when he/she is done the others keep singing the last note of the melody, passing it along 
to their neighbours by touching their finger. The next student sings the last note of the previous student’s melody as the first 
note of their own melody. This process repeats until each student has had a turn at singing. Children might also use their 
hands to follow the rhythm and to ‘pass the sound’ to each other.

Sound and its career

This game develops in children the sense of improvisation by reference to a droan or ostinato. The fundamental sound can 
be provided by a cello (single note) or the humming of the whole classroom on a single note. Here the droan continues and 
students take turns improvising around the tone, meaning they start from the tone and end on the tone returning to the 
humming after they are done. 

Pitch

In order for these games to work the teacher should perform a set of voice warm ups. We suggest something involving sing-
ing the chromatic scale up and down. Draw a diagram of wave motion on the board and ask all the students to imitate the 
waves with their voice; demonstrate and get them to imitate, up, down and staying in place. The presence of an instrument 
to demonstrate such changes in pitch would be rather helpful. A further development of this game could focus on getting 
children used to producing sounds as directed by a leader or conductor. Here the leader makes the motions of a wave and 
explains that students should sing high notes when the wave moves up and low notes when the wave moves downward.

Pitch discrimination

In order for these games to work the teacher should perform a set of voice warm ups. We suggest something involving sing-
ing the chromatic scale up and down. Give each student a pitch and ask him/her to go up and down and return to the note.

Rhythmic voice game 

In this game we stay in the realm of sound but a rhythmic aspect is added through the use of consonants. The game consists 
of dividing the classroom into two groups; the first group uses the consonants (dgdgdgdgdgdg) and the second group uses 
the consonants (tktktktktktk). The first group sends out a call to the second group, using their consonants and in accordance 
with the wave motion of the leader. The second group responds in the same fashion. This call and response continues until 
the leader signals the end of the exercise.
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Voice warm up

After singing the songs, pick the most suitable song to do voice warm up through so that it remains relevant to the students. 
This is more suitable then just doing a regular voice warm up, because there is reference to the song. 

Promoting calm and concentration through breathing

We raise our arms about our heads and slowly lower them in front or on either side (depending on space and number of 
students) while breathing out on the sound Sh. Then we place their hands (fists) on their ribs and breath out in short, strong 
puffs of air, to teach them to inhale quickly and deeply. Whisper loudly the letters P, T and K repeatedly in that order to acti-
vate the muscles that control the diaphragm.

d. Listening

The objective of listening process is that of improving the memory and the link between natural phenomena and sound, of 
developing attention and concentration regarding the “soundscape” and of getting used to the sequence of the events and the 
silence.  Listening also helps in building relationships between the sounds and what happens or could happen later.
Hence, it is necessary to develop children’s capacity to concentrate, as music is a part of the daily environment in the same 
way as noise and the child needs to select what s/he wants to hear.
The musical listening, in the school frame, takes place in group and it is never an individual activity. For this reason, the 
teacher has to find a way to foster group’s exchange and interaction and only afterwards to address the taste of each child 
involved. 
The listening process begins by forgetting the personal concerns and by creating a silent atmosphere. The silence is an im-
portant moment of the music. The silence has the same importance as the sound, that›s why games to reach the silence are 
not recipes to obtain a quiet atmosphere, but rather manners to help the child understanding that silence and sound are both 
beautiful and that are both part of the music process.

Hearing the sounds and the silence around us 

Ask the students to remain silent for a whole minute and listen to all the sounds around them. The goal is to be able to rec-
ognize different sounds around us, to be able to distinguish between different sounds, and to prepare them for the calm and 
personal silence it takes to listen to music. After the minute is done, ask each student one by one to describe the sounds they 
heard. Ask leading questions like where was the sounds coming from inside, or outside? What is the source? What kind of 
sounds is it?
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Sounds from the nature (Table 13, Listening CD Track 17)
Listen to different sounds from nature in order to recognize the sounds, as well as describe them as long/short, fast/slow, 
loud/soft, beautiful/ugly, relaxing/disturbing, continuous/interrupted, etc. Sound clips used include Wind, Rain, Thunder, 
River (flowing water), Fire, Birds, and Crickets in the night. 

Sounds from the street

In the same way, listen to the sounds of the street, without trying to name them, but to get them as a symphonic music …

 

Two part exercise connecting between the image and sound of animals

Look at the images of a cat, dog, elephant, monkey, parrot, lion, cow, sheep, etc. and imitate the sound of each.
Listen to the sounds of a cat, dog, elephant, monkey, parrot, lion, cow, sheep, etc. and first recognize the animal, and then 
describe the voice of each animal: is it loud/soft, long/short, scary/funny, beautiful, etc.  From there, let them use their im-
agination to modify these sounds of animals, to play with them and to turn them into musical sounds, like if it was a trio, a 
sextet, a symphony...

Listen to Rimsky Korsakov’s “Flight of the Bumblebee” (Listening CD Track 12)

The goals are:

1. To listen for about two minutes (teaching them the concentration it takes to listen to music)

2. To recognize the sounds as music rather than unorganized sounds

3. To (possibly) make the association to nature and the bumblebee.

4. To describe if there are different layers of music going on and what they are, possibly recognizing musical instru
                 ments.

Musical chairs (Listening CD Track 13)

All move when music is playing; and all stop when music stops
All stop when music is playing and all move when music stops
Half of the classroom moves when music is playing and the other half moves when the music stops.

Evaluation: The variation in when there is movement and when there is not is teaching them control over their motion and 
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heightening their listening skills, the division into two groups doing different things to the same sounds sample allowing 
them to feel what musicians feel when playing chamber music or such.

Listening to music (Listening CD track 14)

Listen with attention and be able to recognize directions in musical phrases (melodies going up and down, use of high and 
low instruments). Connect these directions with the body movement. This music is basically built with two ideas (one high 
notes and wind instruments, the other low notes and sound of the cello) which alternate during the all piece. The children 
are sitting in a circle of chairs. When the music goes up the class should stand up, when the music goes down they should sit 
on the chairs. The up moments can be related to ideas of awakening, morning alarm etc.; down moments to ideas of being 
tired and sleepy. 

Tension and release in music (Listening CD Track 15)

The objective here is to understand that there are a number of different moments in a musical piece and to connect them 
with different movements.
First it is important to become aware of the changes in muscular tension (to be relaxed/to be tense) and between different 
kinds of movement (marching, walking, dancing for joy in circles for days on end, spinning and spinning and spinning till you 
fall down, jumping into a barrel of paint and body painting the walls, front flip, back flip, front flip, back flip, front flip, back 
flip, 374 smiles…).
The music used for this exercise is Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance arranged with two different ideas, one light and fluid, that 
the children are supposed to connect with a relaxed way of walking, the other more solemn and «rhythmical», that can be 
associated with a march. During the piece these two ideas are alternated, at the beginning in long sections, after the sections 
become shorter and shorter!

Listening through the body (Listening CD Track 9)

Create moments of coordination music/movement, this time in a group. Develop the game acting out something, imitating 
something. Play in group using music and movement; be able to draw with the body lines in the space.
The music used in this game is the spiritual Gospel Train arranged adding some train sound effects and exalting speed dif-
ferences. The children will make a train putting each one the hands on the shoulders of the person who precedes them. The 
train leaves and get faster and faster, keeps the velocity for a bit and after arrives, slowing down.

Listening and body rhythms (Listening CD Track 16 and Table 4)

Be able to insert, with regularity and rhythmical precision, little fragments of body percussion (hands, breasts and feet) in-
side of a given musical piece. Be able to keep the pulse during rests. Understand and be able to read and use graphic notation 
more complex. Memorize pieces of music. 
we’re using here a Minuet from the Anna Magdalena’s book by J. S. Bach. The meter is here 3/4 and we have a panel with a 
graphic notation system which is no longer just linear but also vertical with different colour for different parts of the body 
(blue is hands, red is breasts, yellow is feet). We tried to do at first just one line at the time, after dividing the class in three 
groups, each group follows just one colour and uses just one body part. In the end every student tries to do the three things 
together, and to perform them with the music. 

Listening and drawing

Here the goal is to develop active silence while listening with great attention to music. Also this helps the stu-dents to relax 
and to begin to recognize some instruments.
Distribute paper and pencils of different colours. Don’t explain too much and just put the music on; sit with the students and 
begin to draw lines and dots on the paper following the music. Some of the children were looking and got the general idea. 
Listen to three different pieces: the second movement from the Ravel piano concerto, a piece by Stan Getz and a piece of a 
Mozart violin and piano sonata. After each piece ask the class if they liked the music and if they had an idea of which kind of 
instrument were playing, or, more in general, if was a little or a small ensemble. Ask some of the children to show one of their 
drawings to the class and explain and comment it. 
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Listening to Music (Listening CD Track 14)

Telling a story or helping children to create a story with the music really helps them listening to the music more attentively! 
In this case a story of a thief entering a home could be told.

Correspondence sound-sign (Listening CD Track 10)

Following the suggested music, students receive a paper and they are asked to draw a shape per each sound they listen to (it 
goes up or down, it is short or long, piano or forte, etc.).
The same game could be done vice versa.   

e. Teaching a song

For a child, the song is the simplest, most basic and most accessible musical act. 
It is the starting point that helps to develop the voice and the rhythm, thus enhancing sensitivity. It makes children under-
stand the importance of interpretation of what constitutes musical expression.
Teaching a song is an educational act that needs a method. Even when it is based on the impregnation (i.e. learning by repeti
tion and gradual assimilation), there are conditions so that the result is consistent with the objectives.
The advices in this document are formulated in the form of titles, as a reminder of the concerns that everyone must manage 
in his/her own way according to his/her possibilities.

Preliminary phase

The quality of execution of a child is modelled by that of the conductor. The model given by the teacher must be the best pos-
sible one to obtain from the pupils the best possible answer. The professor who teaches a song to children is a soloist who is 
giving a concert in front of a public. The song is not an exercise of music theory: it is a moment of music, from which elements 
of music theory are discovered. It is not the application of rules of music theory.

Preparation of the music piece

-              Analysis of the piece (structure, melody, refrain, sense of the song, etc.).

-               Detection of problems (identical formulas changing in the end, rhythms, looking for games that might facilitate the work)

-              Estimated organization of the training 

Organization of the room 

The class, while somebody is singing, is like a concert hall. We must therefore prepare ourselves and the chil-dren accord-
ingly.

- Create a space (taking the time to push the desks against the wall if possible)

- Ensure that all children see the choir conductor 

The training phase

- When repeating sequences and changing from one sentence to another, take care to respect the rhythm, without 
interruption nor comments. See how the body may help in training

a. for the rhythmic part (feet, hands)
b. for melodic phrasing (with gestures)
c. for memorizing (mimicry situations)

- Introduce a new sequence to that already learned (procedure by progressive accumulation)
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-               Insert immediately at the beginning of learning the variations of intensity (forte, piano, crescendo, etc.). In general,    
                 ask the children to sing without shouting, listening to their voices and that of their friends

- Do not let the children shout, especially when they know the song, or when they really like it

- Take care of the preservation of the rhythmic tempo.

Complements 

- When children know the song, do not hesitate to choose some soloists and let them sing a verse. This way, they will 
experience their own voice and they will come gradually to ward off their fear.

- If you use a CD with the instrumental version of the chosen song, ensure that noise does not drown out the voices 
and vice versa. 

- If you have a piano or a guitar to accompany the children while singing, alternate time just with voices and time with 
the instrument.

- When there are multiple interpretations of the chosen song, done by different artists, give children the opportunity 
to hear these different versions to understand that singing is a personal act of musical ex-pression.

- Do not hesitate to imagine (and make the children to imagine) a mini-choreography to be performed together with 
the song.

- When the song becomes well-known for children, be careful not to let it deteriorate into easy interpretations which 
might let children forget the need to concentrate.

- Do not hesitate to take the song as a starting point for improvisation.

f. Instrument making

Make your own instruments using basic materials.  This develops creativity in making and in searching for new sounds. This 
exercise also teaches children work.
The simplest objects can serve to produce very interesting sounds. The ways of game that children can take out are many. It 
is good to leave to children the time to look to the objects they chose, as each ordinary object (the surface of a chair or a table, 
a bottle of mineral water, an old unused frying pan, a cardboard of washing powder…), it is possible to find hundred ways 
to approach it and make it sound (to scratch to collide to rub to tear to blow inside, etc.). Each way, of course, will produce a 
different sound.
It is possible to make again the same operations with another object: all become then an instrument which extends the ges-
ture of the hand as if this spoon, this wooden piece, this rubber ball, were a bow or a stick of percussion.
The aim is to get them acquainted in taking up an object and use it as a music instrument. This is a crucial moment of explo-
ration that prepares children in handling a traditional instrument for the first time. Indeed, as we did with ordinary objects, 
before teaching them how to play an instrument, we should ask them « to investigate» it in order to explore its potential. 
For instance, distribute one bottle each to the children. Ask them to try to make a sound out of it. Going in circle everyone 
will have to find a sound that no one discovered before, and remember it for the next turn. Ask the children to search for 
little sound, minimal movements. To be able to listen to those little sounds the whole class must be really quiet and this is 
difficult. After they have practiced on their own twice or three times, they are ready to play their bottle sounds in pair with 
a classmate and try to improvise using the new sounds they just discovered.
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g.      Tales and poems with musical background

The aim of this activity is to put together a tale or a poem (taken in the cultural heritage or invented) and a melody. Two main 
steps are:

1.     Organize the tale as a script

The first step consists in dividing the tale in a number of short pieces each one characterized by an event. Then, in order 
to allow children to take ownership of the text, let them read the whole story in a loud voice, so that they can discover that 
music is already there, in the words, in the atmosphere, in the suspense, etc...
Afterwards, it might be useful to rewrite some sentences to adapt it better to the chosen music.

2.   Insert music to accompany the story

The music can be invented from instruments realized by the children (cf. chapter « Making instruments »). It can be either 
instrumental or sung. This instrumental and vocal work can be led in the same way with poems.
For example:
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h.    Improvisation

When we ask to a child to improvise some sounds with the voice, by singing lallation we should keep in mind that for him/
her this is the exploration of an unknown domain, but also that, from his/her early childhood, the child «hums» to show his/
her feelings. 
No matter whether the child keeps or not the memory of what he has just improvised, as improvisation has the main mean-
ing of reflecting the present mood. Moreover, while improvising, the child has to be self-confident and to trust the others that 
are improvising with him/her. Improvisation is in fact a way to try, to risk, to feel and to discover. 

 
                            

i.    Solfeggio and music writing

Music theory needs to be approached in a wider way than that of learning the notes and their rhythmic value. At first, the 
child needs to establish and interiorize the link between the writing and the hearing or sung sound that is for the child the 
relationship between signs and sounds. The learning process is the same as when children learn how to read and write let-
ters, words and sentences although they already know how to speak and are able to understand since a very long time. 
Solfeggio is the link between the sound and its graphic representation. That is why it›s better to begin with graphics before 
teaching children the name of notes and their value, so that they can understand at first the musical sentence and only later 
on the succession of notes that make it up.
Without speaking about music theory, the child can try to draw what he sings, in order to realize a graphic using lines which 
indicate the movement of  its singing, with the run-ups, the rests, the breaths, the accentuations, the meditative moments, 
as if he makes them with the hand.
So, if we take as example a traditional refrain such as « Hala lala layya « we could represent it as follows:

   With regard to the rhythm, the way of proceeding is the same.
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                   j. Other games

        Drawing while listening

To let children draw while listening to music, it is highly recommended to use instrumental music pieces and to make them 
understand that it is not necessary that their drawing represent exactly what they are listening to; it could rather be a story 
the child is imagining during his/her listening experience or even an abstract production. 
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Inspiration from Nature

Sometimes we can find inspiration in imitation of the nature sound. Let›s 
take, for example, a day of rain.
Have the children try three versions of this piece:
The first one is the simplest one, and involves just the two hands. At the 
beginning, when the rain is light, it›s just one finger that bit the palm, after 
two, three, four, the all hands, and faster and faster. The rain goes on for a 
while, after finally comes down, we come back to four fingers, three, two 
one.
The same idea can be applied to different forms of body percussion: we 
start with clicking fingers, clapping, hands on the legs and jump! Back to 
hands on legs, clapping, clicking and… sunshine!
The third version of the rain piece involves instruments. We can blow on 
pan flutes and use a piece of a hose to make the wind sound, we can pluck 
the strings of a guitar for the first drops. Bottles, jars and balloons filled 
with a bit of rice make a really nice rain sound, a piece of aluminium foil the thunder.  We also tried to transcribe this piece 
using a form of graphic notation.

“Voicing” a story

This game aims at stimulating the imagination and the sonic creativity of children and at encouraging group-work. 
Take a known story and assign to each child a character. Then, link each child/character with a sound or a sentence. Every 
time the character appears in the story, the child will pronounce the sound or the sentence. Children without a specific char-
acter (often stories do not have enough characters) will have the role of creating a “sound environment” with voices and/or 
with instruments. Eventually, the story is re-written with a graphic score.
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5.   Study materials

I The basics of reading music: a brief reminder for teachers

Introduction

To better understand how to read music, maybe it is best to first ask ourselves:

What is music exactly? We could have two definitions:

1. Music is the art of producing arrangements of sounds, usually with reference to rhythm, pitch and tone colour within a 
created timeframe. 

2. Music is a succession or combination of notes and tone colours.

Pitch is the frequency at which a note vibrates. Tone colour is the type of sound, for example an overdriven electric guitar 
has a very rough aggressive tone while a flute usually has a soft mellow tone. Rhythm is a measure of the time frame you play 
the notes in. 

For now, let›s just say that music is the art of producing significant arrangements of sounds, usually for the purpose of caus-
ing emotional responses in people.

Sound and pitch in music

Now that we’ve established that music is made up of sounds we will explain what a sound actually is.
All sounds are caused by the vibrations of air molecules. These waves («sound waves») of vibrations in air molecules origi-
nate from some kind of vibrating object, perhaps a musical instrument or a person’s vocal chords. In music we refer to the 
frequency (how many times the molecules vibrate per second) a note vibrates at as the pitch of the note
In most contemporary sheet music you will see the music will be written on either the treble clef staff:

Or the bass clef staff
   
As the notes are written closer to the top of these staves their pitch increases giving them a higher, lighter sound. Conversely, 
as notes are written closer to the bottom of the staves the pitch decreases giving them a lower, darker sound. The treble clef is 
used for higher pitched sounds, the bass clef for lower sounds. Most instruments play from one clef – the choice of clef coin-
cides with the commonly used range of pitch of the instrument. Some instruments use a wide range of pitches and may alter 
the clef to suit the pitch. In the case of keyboard instruments, they are capable of playing several pitches at once and music 
will generally be written using two staves to allow placement of lower bass clef and higher treble clef pitches simultaneously:
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The next image may help you visualize how notes are placed on the staffs in relation to their pitch. It is a picture of a piano 

keyboard with the clefs and notes written over top:
Notice that as you go from the lower pitch notes on the left of the piano to the higher pitch notes on the right side of the piano 
the notes are written on the staves in ascending order. As you can see from the diagram above we sometimes write notes that 
are below or above the lines on the staff (eg. The first two notes from the left hand side) - these notes appear on extra small 
lines called ledger lines. You may also notice that there is one note (middle C) which can be written as either one ledger line 
above the bass clef or as one ledger line below the treble clef. The diagram above shows how the white notes on the piano 
are written on the staves, but you are probably wondering about the black notes, how are they written? Well, this can be 
answered by viewing the diagram below:

When you encounter a note in music that has a     to the left of it you play the note immediately left of it on the keyboard. 

This sign is known as the flat (bimol). If you encounter a note that has a     to the left of it you  play the note immediately 
to the right of it on the keyboard. This sign is known as the sharp (diez). If either of these signs is placed immediately be-
fore a note it changes only the note to the right eg. In the diagram above the second note is ‘flattened’ and the fourth note 
is ‘sharpened.’ You will often see one or more flats or sharps written at the beginning of a piece – just to the right of the clef 
and before the time signature (the two numbers on top of each other in the diagram above). If they are written here it means 
every sharp or flat relating to that note is played as denoted here eg. if you were to place the sharp sign, which sits on the 
line denoting Fa in the above diagram, just to the right of the treble clef it would tell us that every time the note Fa is played 
it will be ‘sharpened.’
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Rhythm and note durations

There are many different durations of notes. Typically you will see the following basic note durations in today›s contempo-
rary music:

   

 
 
Two half notes equal one whole note in length of time. Four quarter notes equal one whole note. Eight eighth notes equal 
one whole note. Two quarter notes equal a half note etc. The divisions of the comparable lengths of time of each note work 
like fractions.

The majority of the contemporary rock and pop music you hear on the radio these days is written in the 4/4 time signature:

 
The top number tells us how many of the specified notes are in a bar and the bottom number tells us what kind of notes they 
are. For example in 4/4 time the top number tells us there are 4 notes in a bar and the bottom number tells us that each of 
these four notes is a quarter note. Therefore, we can tell that a song written with a 4/4 time signature is made up of bars 
(units into which music is divided) which contain 4 quarter note beats. The following picture may help visualize this: 

Notice how each bar - separated by vertical lines - contains four quarter notes. The constant pulse of the music is the quarter 
note. There are many more possible time signatures and you can combine any numbers to give yourself the amount and type 
of notes in a bar eg. 3/4 would have three quarter notes, 6/8 would have six eighth notes, 3/2 would have three half notes 
and so on. For simplicity we will concentrate on the 4/4 time signature for now.

In 4/4 time a whole note would be held for the entire duration of one bar and written as follows:
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Notice in the diagram above that the whole note takes up the duration of the entire bar - as there are four quarter notes in 
each bar and four quarter notes make one whole note, the whole note fills the duration of one bar in 4/4. To make a whole 
note you would play it and either count inside your head or tap your foot four times at the tempo (speed) of the song. The 
times you tap your foot or count inside your head must be at even intervals with a constant pulse.

Half notes in 4/4 time would be held for two of the 4 beats of the bar – the half note takes up two quarter notes so you can 
fit two half notes into a bar in 4/4:

You would either count for two beats before going to the next half note or tap your foot two times in even intervals. For the 
bars above in 4/4 time you would count: 1 2 during the first half note in the bar and: 3 4 the second half note in the bar.

You can fit four quarter notes into a bar in 4/4 time as in the following diagram:

With a constant pulse every beat would contain a quarter note. 

Eighth notes are half the length of quarter notes and are notated as in the picture below:

In the first bar there are eight eighth notes. In the second bar there are four eight notes with eighth rests in between them. 
Rests are symbols for when you do not make any sound with your instrument for a certain time. We will explain rests in more 
detail later but for now just notice how the eight notes in the 2nd bar look a little different when they are not attached to an 
eight note beside them. Eighth notes in 4/4 come on every half beat e.g. when you are counting 1, 2, 3, 4 add ‘and’ in between 
each beat (1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and). The ‘and’ is the second half of the beat where the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th eighth notes in 
the diagram above would come.  In the second bar you would still count the same way but you would not make a sound dur-
ing any of the rests (on the ‘ands’).
And last sixteenth notes. These are 1/16 of the duration of a whole note. They are often grouped in fours to make them easier 
to read. In 4/4 there are four groups of four sixteenth notes as follows:

There are 16 sixteenth notes in the first bar and only 4 in the second bar – the second bar shows you what they look like 
followed by rests for the remainder of the beat. The easiest way to count these in 4/4 is to divide your quarter note beat 
into four – you can make up your own sounds to denote each sixteenth note e.g. One-G-and-T, Two-G-and-T, Three-G-and-T, 
Four-G-and-T.

In addition to these basic note durations there are also dotted notes. Dotted notes are notes that have a dot placed to the 
right of them. What this means is that the note is held for an additional duration equal to half of the duration of the note. For 
example, a dotted half note would be held for 3 beats instead of only two, a dotted quarter note would be held for 1 and a half 
beats, etc. A picture of some of these dotted notes can be seen in the following picture:
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In the first bar in the picture above the first note is a dotted half note and would be held for a count of three beats spoken as 
«one two three», the last note is a quarter note that falls on the fourth beat of the bar and would be counted as «four».
In the second bar the first note is a dotted quarter and it would be held for the first one and a half beats of the bar on «1 + 
2». The next note is an eighth note that falls in the «and» of 2. The next note is a half note which falls on beats 3 and 4 of the 
second bar.

In the third bar the first note is a dotted eighth note which would be held for the duration of 3 sixteenth notes as counted as 
‘One-G-and’ and the second sixteenth note falls on the ‘T.’ The third note in the second bar is a quarter note that falls on beat 
two. The third note in bar 2 is another dotted eight note, this note would be counted as ‘Three-G-and’ and there would be a 
16th note duration of silence following it. The next note is a quarter note and falls on beat four.
If you have understood everything so far then you are well on your way to being able to read music. If you are a little confused 
try to reread the parts you don›t understand. 

Below you will see some music with rests between the notes, we will alternate notes with rests of the same duration of notes, 
whole note, whole rest, half note, half rest, quarter note, quarter rest, quarter note, quarter rest, etc..:

There are also dotted rests which just like the dotted notes are held for exactly 1/2 of their duration extra on top of their 
normal duration (a dotted half rest is held for three beats, a dotted quarter note rest is held for the same duration as three 
eight notes would be, etc...). Some dotted rests can be seen in the picture below:

The first rest is a dotted half rest and it would be held for three beats («1 2 3») and the quarter note in the first bar would 
fall on beat 4. There would then be silence for the first ‘One-G-and’ of the second bar and then there would be a sixteenth 
note played on the ‘T’ of beat one. There is then a quarter rest on beat 2. Next there is a dotted rest starting on beat 3 of the 
second bar which would be held during ‘3 and 4.’ The eighth note at the end of the 2nd bar would fall on the ‘and’ of beat four.
In some music you may see notes in music joined  together with a curved line between them. For example, you may see two 
eight notes joined together - if they both have the same pitch then they would be played as a single quarter note in duration. 
This is what is called a tie. (note: if these notes had different pitches the curved line would be called a slur). The reason for 
this is to try and make reading the notes, in relation to the pulse, easier.

Some examples of tied notes can be seen in the following picture:

In the picture above the 1st note in the 1st bar is a dotted quarter note which would be held for ‘1 and 2,’ the second and third 
notes are two eighth notes which are tied together so they would be played as a quarter note on ‘and 3’ and the final dotted 
quarter note in the 1st bar would be played on ‘and 4 and.’ The first note of the 2nd bar is also a dotted quarter and would 
also be counted as ‘1 and 2’. The second note is an eighth note tied to a quarter note so this is equivalent to the duration of a 
dotted quarter note and is counted as ‘and 3 and.’ Finally, the last note in the 2nd bar is a quarter note on ‘4 and.’
Well, that›s all there is to learn about rhythm in 4/4 time. For a beginner it may be helpful to actually write the words cor-
responding to the values of the notes in pencil on your sheet music to help you remember how to count the notes properly, 
especially where complex rhythms are concerned. The more you practice reading new music, the better at reading rhythms 
you›ll become. 

HINT: When you practice, try to concentrate on small sections of a piece one at a time and perfect them first before trying to 
play a piece from beginning to end. If you can play every section of a musical piece well, then you should be able to play the 
entire piece from beginning to end well too.
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Learning the names of the notes 

There are only a couple more basic things you will need to know before you begin to attempt to read sheet music. First you 
need to know the names of the notes. Notes are named according to their pitch. In the concert pitch scale of DO major (the 
scale which has only the white keys on the piano on it), the scale consists of 7 notes, in ascending order as: Do Re Mi Fa Sol 
La Si. If you go above the Do at the top the cycle repeats: Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si, this 
is also true if you go below the low Do in the scale. When you reach a note higher in pitch with the same name as the one you 
started with, the higher note is said to be an octave (meaning 8) above the one you started with. For example, Do Re Mi Fa 
Sol La Si Do, the second Do is said to be an octave above the first Do. A note that is an octave higher than another note has a 
pitch frequency that is exactly twice that of the note an octave lower. 

On the treble clef, the notes that fall on the lines in ascending order are Mi Sol Si Re Fa. The empty spaced be-tween the lines 
in ascending order are Fa La Do Mi. The diagram below better illustrates these notes’ names:

The following notes are from left to right named Mi Sol Si Re Fa:

The following notes are from left to right named Fa La Do Mi:

 

The following picture shows all the notes on the treble clef from left to right named Mi Fa Sol La Si Do Re  Mi Fa:

 

On the bass clef all the notes names are shifted down two notes. The notes on the lines in ascending order are Sol Si Re Fa La. 
The notes in the open spaces are La Do Mi Sol. The diagrams below may better illustrate these notes’ names for the bass clef:

The following notes are from left to right named Sol Si Re Fa La:

The following notes are from left to right named La Do Mi Sol:

 

Solfeggio Rhythm Exercises: half notes, quarter notes, eighth notes, quarter note’s rest 
(Table 2)

Provide a hand-out of Table 2 to each student and to the teacher. Review the concepts and have them perform rhythmic 
solfeggio exercises written on the blackboard in spoken rhythm. Then ask them to clap the same exercises while you are tap-
ping the beat for them. Explain that rests are not to be clapped. Switching from spoken rhythms to clapped or tapped rhythm 
is quite difficult it takes a few times of repetition and maybe a few lessons.
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Time Signature

After you have introduced the time signature ask the students to clap and stamp beats in time signatures of 4/4, 3/4 and 2/4. 
They are not allowed to do the same thing more than twice (clicking fingers, clapping, stamping etc.)

Dum Tack 

The objective of this activity is to introduce children to basic rhythms. This activity is based on two sounds: Dum (clapping 
hands-represented by a circle) and Tack (beating hands on the table-represented by a line). The teacher draws on the black-
board scores using different meters (4/4,3/4,2/4) and asks students to perform them using the rules mentioned above.

After a while, the teachers might ask students to propose new rhythms.

Game of numbers

The goal of this game is to stimulate attention and listening to the others. Children are put in a circle. Each child has his/
her right hand’s palm on the left hand back of the child next to him/her. Each child pronounces a number, starting from one 
and proceeding anticlockwise. Each time there is 4 or one of its multiples, the child in charge should keep silent. The ‘jolly’ 
number might change (you can use 5, 6 etc.). The same game might be performed using a simple rhythmical sequence (for 
ex., TA Ti/Ti and who makes a mistake goes out from the circle. 

Rhythmic exercise in preparation for music notation reading (Table 5 and 6)

This exercise introduces the pulse as essential to music and prepares for the introduction of quarter notes and eighth notes.
Explain the Heart beat or Clock as essential to music as meter.
Sing a song in meter and without meter.
Introduce (sir) as a quarter note beat and ask the students to beat the beat saying the word with their fists on the table.
Introduce the word (urkud) as eighth notes and ask the students to beat the beat saying the word with their fists on the table.
Write a phrase on the board consisting of (sir) and (urkud) and ask the students to perform it, while you are tapping the beat 
without telling them. (Table 5)
Use the stems worksheet and ask them to say the word while performing the rhythm (Table 6)
Split them into two groups one performing a rhythm written on the board and the other walking around the classroom tap-
ping the meter right leg loud and left leg low.

Advanced voice warm up

Do major scale starting just with Do Re Do and the adding a new note every time - Do Re Mi Re Do - Do Re Mi Fa Mi Re Do etc.
Possible variation: the teacher might use numbers instead of notes

Tune up a line and draw a sound

The goal of this activity is to teach the link between sign and height. The class tunes up together with the teacher a pre-es-
tablished note. The teacher draws on the blackboard a line which might go up and/or down. Students have to follow the line, 
going up and down with their voices accordingly. At the end, the class itself might draw the line representing the given sound. 

Sound continuity (Table 7)

This exercise will prepare the introduction of quarter and half notes.
Use the dotted line on the hand-out as notation, and ask them to indicate the breaks and long and short notes using the syl-
lable (ta) as the guide. To help this process we can ask them to hold the short lines for one beat and the long lines for two 
beats; implied here is that they should be keeping the beat via their body.
Evaluation: this only works if all the short lines are identical in length and all the long lines as well. This might help the 
teacher to introduce the concept of long and short sounds and later the introduction of quarter and half notes. Otherwise, 
you might use different symbols to signify long and short to make it easier to comprehend….a dot or small circle for short 
then a line for long, for instance. 
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Introducing Silence in Music (Table 2)

Using the squares and dots hand-outs ask them to clap when there is a dot and wave when there is no dot.
Evaluation: Very helpful! This exercise could also be used to prepare for future solfeggio by asking them to say a syllable (sir 
or ta) where there is a dot and where there is no dot.

Introduce quarter notes and eighth notes (Tables 5 and 6)

Review tables 5 and 6 and write a sequence of quarter and eighth notes on the blackboard. Ask the students to imagine 
that dots were added to the stems provided in table 2.2 and that instead of Sir they should say Ta and instead of Urkud they 
should say ta ti. Make sure to stress than two eighth notes equal one quarter note.
Evaluation: This is a very smooth transition and an easy way to teach children the difference between quarter notes and 
eighth notes without introducing them as such.

Introduce quarter note and quarter note’s rest (Table 8)

Review Table 2 and from there introduce quarter notes and quarter note’s rest (Table 8), asking children to call the quarter 
tone Ta and the quarter tone’s rest Es, each of which is to be aligned with one of the beats they are keeping with their hands 
on the desk.
Evaluation: This is a very smooth transition and an easy way to teach children the difference between quarter notes and 
quarter note rests without introducing them as such.

Introduce half note and quarter note (Table 7)

Review Table 7 and from there substitute the short lines for quarter notes and the long lines for half notes, stressing that the 
half note is as long as two beats while the quarter note is only one beat long.
This is a very smooth transition and an easy way to teach them the difference between half notes and quarter notes without 
introducing them as such.

Introduce meter (Table 8)

Introduce 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 meters.
Use table 8 as a starting point and then slowly incorporate the half notes, quarter notes, quarter note rests and eighth notes 
previously introduced. 

Learning the musical alphabet (Table 9)

Learn the major scale going up and going down.

Singing the scale (Table 9)

Sing the major scale up and down
Sing fragments for them using solfeggio syllables and ask children to repeat each fragment singing the right pitches and 
durations
Draw the scale on the blackboard (under rising steps) and ask each student to sing the pitches you are pointing to with your 
assistance.
This is a good time to learn the Sound of Music Song!

Introduce the music staff, treble clef, the note Sol and Do (Table 10)

Draw the music staff; explain that there are five lines (the lowest is the first); tell them that we write notes on the staff that 
can be positioned on the lines and between the lines; add in treble clef and explain why it is called (mufta7 sol) and draw in 
Sol; finally draw in Do!
Provide a hand-out for each child with these new concepts all labelled and ask them to review these concepts over the course 
of the week.
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Review the musical Alphabet (up and down)

Review saying the musical Alphabet as a group.
Perform a note drill for each of them: what’s under Fa? What’s above Re? etc.

Introduce new notes on the staff:  Mi (Table 10)

Introduce on the blackboard and ask them to remember where the notes are and then scramble it around and point to the 
note asking them individually to recall the name of Do, Mi, Sol. 
 

II Instruments

Musical Instruments 

The first step in teaching young children instruments would be to show them one instrument, play it for them, let them try 
it and then maybe listen to a piece played with that instrument. Here the choice is left to the teacher.
The second time the teacher decides to speak about instruments he/she should present a whole family of in-struments and 
mention the different instrument families (string, wind, percussion and keyboard instruments). Since the teacher will not 
be able to play all the instruments it is advised to use pictures and sound tracks to introduce them. If it is possible to bring a 
friend to perform for the kids some of new instrument, please do so.  The teacher should talk about the name of the instru-
ment, how it produces sound, what it is made of and which music it is used in. This can be done over a period of 6-8 weeks. 
Let’s say that we will start with the woodwind instruments. The teacher can bring in a flute, a clarinet and an oboe. Listen 
to a recording of each instrument: flute (Debussy’s “Prelude a l›apres midi d›un Faune”, Instru-ments/Listening CD Track 2), 
clarinet (Mozart’s “Clarinet Concerto”, mvt 2, Instruments/Listening CD Track 1) and oboe (Shubert’s “Ninth Symphony”, mvt 
2, Instruments/Listening CD Track 8).  Look at the instruments: which materials they›re made of, how do they work, why 
they›re made like this. After they try to produce a sound on all the instruments the students should be instructed to change 
the sound using the keys. 

String Instruments

Plucked String Instruments

Plucked string instruments are a subcategory of string instruments that are played by plucking the strings. Plucking is a way 
of pulling and releasing the string in such a way as to give it an impulse that causes the string to vibrate. Plucking can be done 
with either a finger or a plectrum. These include Oud, Qanoun, Harp, and Guitar.

                                                         
                         

  Oud    Guitar   Qanoun   Harp 
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Bowed String Instruments

The four principle orchestral string instruments are (in descending or-
der of overall pitch) the violins (usually divided into two sections, play-
ing individual parts), the violas, the cellos and the double basses. Each 
have four strings arranged in order of pitch, can be played by means of 
a bow (arco) or plucked (pizzicato), but whereas the violin and viola are 
played with the instrument resting between the shoulder and the chin, 
the larger cello (or, to give it its full title, violoncello) is placed facing out-
wards between and slightly behind the knees, and the bulky double bass 
is played standing up or seated on a high stool.

Wind Instruments

Brass instruments

Brass instruments are also activated by blowing into them, although instead of using a form of reed over which the mouth 
is placed, the lips are placed against or inside the cup of a metal mouthpiece, and made to vibrate against its inner rim. In 
order of descending pitch, these are:

Trumpet

One of the most ancient of all instruments. Played horizontally via a series of valves on the top of the instrument which are 
opened and closed in various combinations to create different pitches. Occasionally, 
the piccolo (higher) or bass (lower) trumpets are heard (and the trumpet’s ‹popular› 
cousin, the cornet), although more common nowadays in ‹authentic› Baroque orches-
tras (which use instruments of the correct period or copies thereof), is the ‹natural› 
or valve less trumpet. The more notational limited bugle is rarely heard away from its 
traditional military context. 

French horn

Another ancient instrument, descended from the use of animals’ horns (hence the name) in pre-historic times. The modern 
instrument is the most outwardly complex, consisting of a basic tube, rounded into a compact 
shape culminating in a conical bore or bell, into which a series of valves are centrally set. Be-
fore the valve system had been developed, the changing of basic pitch was facilitated by the 
insertion of a variety of crooks which altered the length of the basic tube, and the changing 
of certain notes by holding the hand in a variety of subtly differenciated positions within the 
bell. In a popular context the term ‹horn› invariably refers to the saxophone, and for the ‘Cor 
Anglais’ see ‹Oboe› under the woodwind section below. Traditionally, the French horn section 
is seated away from the rest of the brass family. 

Trombone

Descended from the medieval ‘Sackbutt’, it is the only popular orchestral wind instrument 
which operates without the use of a valve or 
key system. The trombone is easily recognizable by its extended elliptical 
shape culminating in a conical bore, and its distinctive use of a hand-operated 
slide held out in front, in order to change pitch. The slide can be moved to 
any one of seven main positions, each of which facilitates a different series of 
notes.

 The tenor and bass trombone are occasionally seen (especially the latter), although the alto and double-bass are extreme 
rarities. 
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Tuba

Not unlike the French horn in basic construction, only more oval in shape and much 
bigger. The piston valve action is similar to the trumpet, only the valves themselves are 
situated in the middle of the instrument. A variety of types and sizes exist aside from 
the typical concert instrument in F (bass tuba), including the tenor tuba (higher), and 
double-bass tuba (lower), often referred to as a bombardon in a military or brass band 
context. 

Wood Wind Instruments

The four principle woodwind instruments of the orchestra all work by means of a system of keys (usually silver-plated) 
which when variously depressed and released allow air to pass through differing lengths of the instrument resulting in notes 
of different pitch. In order of descending overall pitch, these are:

Flute

A normally silver-plated (or in more extravagant cases, gold), narrow-bored instrument, held hori-
zontally just under the mouth, and activated by blowing air across an aperture at one end of the 
instrument. Its higher-pitched cousin, the piccolo, is often encountered, although the lower alto flute 
rather less so. Early forebears include the un-keyed fife. The most popular close relation is the re-
corder family, largely un-keyed and end-blown in the vertical position. 

Oboe

A narrow-bored wooden instrument descended from the medieval ‘Shawm’, held vertically, and ac-
tivated by means of placing the end-positioned double-reed in the mouth, and blowing under high-
pressure so as to force air between the two bound reeds, causing them to vibrate. Other members 
of the oboe family include the lower pitched ‘Cor Anglais’ (or English Horn), and (far more rarely) 
baritone oboe and ‘Heckelphone’ (bass oboe). The instrument›s most famous predecessor is the 
Baroque ‘Oboe d›amore’, often used by Johann Sebastian Bach. 

                                                 Clarinet

Like the oboe usually wooden, played vertically and held in the mouth, but with a wider bore and 
consisting of a single reed which when activated vibrates against a detachable mouthpiece. The 
standard instrument can be pitched in B flat (usually) or A, and the family is unusually extensive 
including the higher-pitched E flat, the B flat bass, the rarely-used C, the alto (a modern relative 
of the basset horn), and the even more obscure double-bass or ‹pedal› clarinet. Occasionally the 
clarinet›s ‹popular› cousin can be seen in the concert hall, the saxophone. 
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Bassoon

As the name would suggest, the bass member of the woodwind family, and by far the largest, espe-
cially its lower-pitched relation, the extremely bulky double or contra-bassoon. Like the Oboe, it is 
a double-reed instrument, although to facilitate the playing action (the instrument is normally held 
across and in front of the body) it is connected to the Bassoon via a silver-plated, curved crook. Its 
most notorious cousin is the ‘Baroque serpent’, shaped very much as its name would suggest. 

A percussion instrument is any object which produces a 
sound when hit with an implement, shaken, rubbed, scraped, or by any other action 
which sets the object into vibration. The term usually applies to an object used in a 
rhythmic context or with musical intent.

Keyboard Instruments

A keyboard instrument is any musical instrument played using a musical keyboard. The most common of these is the piano.
Keyboard instruments fall principally into two distinct categories: stringed instruments (pianos, harpsichords, clavichords, 
etc.) and wind instruments (organs, harmonia, regals, accordions, etc.). Other types of keyboard instruments include celes-
tas (struck metal bars), carillons (tower chimes), and non-acoustic instruments, such as the various electronic organs, syn-
thesizers, and keyboards which were designed to imitate the sound of acoustic keyboard instruments or to create entirely 
new musical sounds.
The most familiar keyboard instrument of our time (disregarding the various electronic instruments of relatively recent in-
vention) is the piano, with which virtually everyone is familiar. However, many are surprised to learn that the modern piano 
is actually only the current end product of a long period of evolution, dating back to the first years of the 18th century. In its 
current form it is a product of the 20th century, and is far removed in both sound and appearance from the «pianos» known 
to Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. In fact, the modern piano is significantly different from even the 19th-century pianos used 
by Liszt, Chopin, and Brahms. While it is fine to play music of these composers on our modern piano or organ, it must be re-
membered that the resulting sound, as well as the technique used to produce it, will be different to a lesser or greater extent 
from what would have been experienced in the composer›s own time.
It is that difference which defines the concept of «historical» keyboard instruments. A growing movement to re-create music 
of earlier times (i.e. music of antiquity through that composed in the early years of the 20th century) in as authentic a man-
ner as is possible, has flourished in the 20th century and continues to the present day. If we wish to create such an authentic 
performance today, we must employ an instrument similar to that which would have been utilized by or familiar to the 
composer. Historical keyboard instruments, then, are instruments of types which composers of earlier times and their con-
temporaries might have employed in performances of their own music. In a practical sense, these might be genuine antique 
instruments, or modern instruments built in the style of the antiques.
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The sound of the instruments

The aim of this section is to give the teachers a general idea about how musical instruments work, stressing the fact that 
sound is a vibration.  We will demonstrate that every instrument is a tool we use to obtain a vibration, and that the sound 
changes according with the nature of the vibrating object.  For example, we will show that a smaller object produces a higher 
sound and, vice versa, a bigger object produces a lower sound.
We will focus on a small number of instruments, divided into three groups: Wind Instruments, String instruments and Per-
cussion Instruments. We will select a few instruments to demonstrate the characteristics of each group. We will listen to 
some recordings of these instruments, discuss the qualities of the instruments, play them, and create a similar instrument 
using basic materials.

Wind instruments

Wind instruments are those that produce a sound by the movement of air through their bodies. Wind instruments are fur-
ther divided into three groups: Brass, Flutes and Reeds.
Examples of the Brass Instruments are trumpet, trombone and tuba. The sound is produced initially by the vibration of the 
player›s lips and is amplified by the body of the instrument.

           

In the flute category, sound is produced by blowing air through a hole or mouthpiece, which is then amplified in the body of 
the instrument. 
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Reed instruments produce sound through the use of a vibrating reed or reeds. Simple reed instruments such as the Saxo-
phone and Clarinet have only one reed. Double-reed instruments such as the Oboe and Bassoon have two reeds that vibrate 
together to create sound.
All of these instruments utilize the same principle in order to change the tone.  The player opens or closes the valves or keys 
which change the size or nature of the vibrating body.  In turn, this changes the pitch of the tone.

                      
         

We can create a wind instrument using something as simple as a straw.  If you cut  the end of straw into a triangle shape, you 
create a double reed instrument similar to an oboe.  
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String instruments

      

In the category of string instruments, there are strings that produce a sound when they vibrate. Guitar, Oud, Qanoun, and 
Harp are members of this group of instruments. The player plucks the string with his fingers or with little “Rishat”. The 
player of Guitar and Oud puts his fingers on the fingerboard to change the length of the vibrating string, which then alters 
the pitch of the sound. Qanoun and Harp have many strings of fixed length that are plucked by the player. The shorter ones 
will make a higher sound, the longest ones a lower one.

           

Tying some rubber bands of different sizes to a shoe box can make a little recycled Harp!
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The piano is also a member of the string instrument family. Inside the body of the piano there are many strings of different 
lengths. Sound is produced when the player depresses a key connected to a hammer underneath the strings. The hammer 
strikes the string and causes the strings to vibrate.

The category of bowed string instruments includes Violin, Viola, Cello and Double bass. As for Oud and Guitar, the player 
places his fingers at different lengths of the fingerboard to change the length of the string.  However, unlike Oud and Guitar, 
the string is usually not plucked, but it vibrates through the use of a bow.  Usually, the bow is made of hair from the tail of a 
horse.
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Percussion instruments 

In the family of percussion instruments, the player strikes the vibrating body with either his hands or sticks. Common exam-
ples of percussion instruments played solely with the hands are Tabla and Daff.  

Instruments played with sticks include Drum set and Timpani. In these instruments, a skin is stretched over a hollow body 
and when struck produces sound.
Moreover, there are a number of smaller percussion instruments, such as maracas, egg shakes, castanets and triangles, 
which can be easily used in classes for rhythmic exercises and to discover sound effects. Sound is produced in various ways, 
depending on the nature of the instrument, but always involves one body striking against another. 

Another group of percussion instruments is called “tuned percussions”, where the player hits, usually with sticks, pieces of 
metal (glockenspiel, vibraphone) or wood (xylophone, marimba) of different sizes, disposed like the keys of a piano: the big-
ger one makes a lower sound, the smaller one a higher one.
There are a lot of different ways to make simple percussion instruments.  You can fill a bottle, can or balloon with rice or 
lentils, cover it and then shake it.  You can create something similar to the maracas by filling a balloon with rice or lentils and 
then covering the outside with paper-pulp. 
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  6. Preparation of a Lesson

Some general suggestions for teaching that will help the classroom dynamic:

• Arranging the classroom in a way so that students are in a circle and they can see each other and you can see all of 
them. It is worth to do it even If this involves rearranging the desks each lesson, since it will greatly improve the teaching-
learning experience.

• Quickly memorizing the names of your students is also very important because they will feel your interest in them 
as persons.

• Always do the things that take most concentration at the beginning of the lesson.

• If you see that students are getting bored, change the scenery or the activity.

To facilitate the teaching-learning process, it might be worth to settle an objective to be reached at the end of the semester, 
as for instance
  - to be able to sing correctly three songs

  - to succeed in playing a rhythmic score with instruments+ 

  - realize a musical tale and present it to the other classes

The activities listed here-below, divided into lessons to be an easily consultable tool, are obviously liable to any change that 
might be considered as useful to better perform its aim. Each lesson, as mentioned above, is thought to be performed with 
children aged 6 to 8 years and to last approximately 45 minutes.
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Lesson 1

Introduction

Singing a song to introduce ourselves and learn each other’s names. The song is as follows:

“Ana Dina, Ana Dina

Inta meen? Inta meen?

Keef 7alak ya 3omar? 

Keef 7alak ya 3omar?

Inshallah Mnee7, Inshallah mnee7.”

Hearing the sounds around us and enjoying the silence

Ask the students to keep silent for a whole minute and listen to all the sounds around them. The goal is to be able to recog-
nize different sounds around us, to be able to distinguish between different sounds, and to prepare them for the calm and 
personal silence which is needed to listen to music. After the minute is done, ask each student one by one to describe the 
sounds they heard. Ask leading questions like where were the sounds coming from -inside, or outside? - or -What is the 
source? What kind of sounds is it?-

Free up your voice! 

We all put our hand on our neck and try to speak. Notice a vibration: our vocal strings work like the strings of a violin. Pro-
nounce different sounds, starting with letters:

shsshhshshshshshshshshshshssh

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Now try again but standing up properly, trying to open up the chest, mouth and nose breathing deeply.
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Follow the Leader

Here the students repeat the rhythms the teacher plays. Once the students become more comfortable with repeating the 
rhythms, ask them to come up and become the leaders one at a time.

Learn a New Song (For ex. The Incy Wincy Spider, SONGS CD Track 14)

Have them sing a song they already know 
 

Lesson 2

Sounds from the nature (Listening CD Track 17 and Table 13)

Listen to different sounds from nature in order to recognize the sounds, as well as to describe the sounds as long/short, 
fast/slow, loud/soft, beautiful/ugly, relaxing/disturbing, continuous/interrupted, etc. Sound clips used include Wind, Rain, 
Thunder, River (flowing water), Fire, Birds, and Crickets in the night.

Inspiration from the nature

Sometimes we can find inspiration in imitating natural sounds. Let›s take, for example, a raining day.
Have the children try three versions of this piece

a. The first one is the simplest one, and involves just the two hands. At the beginning, when the rain is light, it›s just one 
finger that beats the palm, after two, three, four, the all hands, clapping faster and faster. The rain goes on for a while, 
after finally comes down, we come back to four fingers, three, two, one.

b. The same idea can be applied to different forms of body percussion: we start with clicking fingers, clapping, hands 
on the legs and jump! Back to hands on legs, clapping, clicking and… sunshine!

c. The third version of the rain piece involves instruments. We can blow on pan flutes and use a piece of a hose to make 
the wind sound; we can pluck the strings of a guitar for the first drops. Bottles, jars or balloons filled with a bit of rice 
make a really nice rain sound, a piece of aluminium foil the thunder.  We also tried to transcribed this piece using a form 
of graphic notation:

 

Review old songs
New Song Shams Al-Atfal (Songs CD Track 8)
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Lesson 3

Learn their names through a game 

The aim of this activity is to make this more personal as teachers might have troubles remembering the names of all their 
students. The game is to put a rhythm to each child’s name and that way I can try and remember their names

Vocalizing sounds one thinks of

Asking the students to make any sound they like ranging from sounds of nature, animals, humans, machines, musical instru-
ments, etc.

Two part exercise connecting between the image and sound of animals (Table 11 and Listening 
CD Track 5)

a.    Look at the images of a cat, dog, elephant, parrot, lion, etc. and imitate the sound of each. (Table 11)

b.   Listen to the sounds of a cat, dog, elephant, parrot, lion, etc. and first recognize the animal, and then describe the 
voice of each animal: is it loud/soft, long/short, scary/funny, beautiful, etc. (Listening CD, Track 5)

Review an old song
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Lesson 4

Rhythmic exercise as preparation for music notation reading (Table 5)

This exercise introduces the pulse as essential to music and prepares for the introduction of quarter notes and eighth notes
Explain the Heart beat or Clock as essential to music as meter-sing a song in meter and without meter
Introduce the word (sir) as a quarter note beat and ask the students to beat the beat saying the word with their fists on the 
table.
Introduce the word (urkud) as eighth notes and ask the students to beat the beat saying the word with their fists on the table.
Write a phrase on the board consisting of (sir) and (urkud) and ask the students to perform it, while you are tapping the beat 
without telling them.
Use the stems worksheet and ask them to say the word while performing the rhythm (Table 5)
Split them into two groups one performing a rhythm written on the board and the other walking around the classroom tap-
ping the meter right leg loud and left leg low.

Clap in the gap

Divide the students into two groups. Ask the first group to clap a basic repeated rhythm meter 1, 2, 3. Ask the other group to 
clap in the gaps between the claps of the first group.

Sound and colour 

Each child sings a pitch in their own range, breathing periodically. The goal is for the child to feel the change in the colour of 
sound as it moves from chest to throat, mouth, nose and out of the body. 

Learn a new song: The cleanliness song (Songs CD Track 4)
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    Lesson 5

Introducing silence in music (Table 2)

Using the squares and dots hand-outs ask children to clap their hands when there is a dot and wave when there is no dot. 
This exercise should also be used to prepare for future solfeggio by asking them to say a syllable (sir or ta) where there is a 
dot, and es where there is no dot.

Developing attention and concentration through rhythm

This is a fun exercise with percussion instruments which develops attention and concentration. Give a number to each child 
in the circle and ask them to remember it. At first the teacher says some random numbers and the kids have to play their 
instruments when they are called. Later the teacher chooses one number to start; the child plays briefly the assigned instru-
ment and then calls a second number. The second child will play his instrument and call another number. This should con-
tinue until everyone had a chance. We can increase speed and difficulty.   

Sound in space

Each child sings a pitch in their own range, breathing periodically. Students should be asked to move around, getting close to 
and away from surfaces (walls, desks, black board, other students, etc.) in order to experience the changes of sound in space.

A group exercise for the end of the lesson involving singing, rhythm, body movement, and some competi-
tion to promote fun in the classroom.

All students stand in a circle with hands entangled so that one hand of each person is lying on top of their neighbour’s hand 
and one is holding the other neighbour’s hand. Then we begin the song and clap on each other’s hands with each syllable of 
the song. The song is as follows:

End den Di No

Sa Fa Ra Ka Ti No

Sa Fa Ra Ka Ti Ka Ta Ka

Elem Belem Bum

Bim Bam Bum
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Lesson 6

Introduce quarter notes and eighth notes (Tables 5 and 6)

Review urkud/sir and stem notation (Tables 5 and 6); then write a sequence of quarter and eighth notes on the blackboard. 
Ask students to imagine that dots were added to the stems and that instead of Sir they should say Ta and instead of Urkud 
they should say ta ti. Make sure to stress than two eighth notes are equal to one quarter note. This is a very smooth transition 
and an easy way to teach children the difference between quarter notes and eighth notes without introducing them as such.

Listen to Rimsky Korsakov’s “Flight of the Bumblebee” (Listening CD Track 12) 

The goals of this activity are:

To listen to a music piece for about two minutes (teaching them the concentration it takes to listen to music)

To recognize the sounds as music rather than unorganized sounds

To (possibly) make the association to nature and the bumblebee.

To describe if there are different layers of music going on and what they are, possibly recognizing musical instruments.

Clapping words (Table 1)

We have nine words: arnab, batta, nahla, kalb, shams, far, shajara, samaka, baqara. For each word there’s a big piece of paper 
with the picture of the object/animal, its name written on the bottom, and in the middle a graphic notation regarding the 
rhythm of the word. Arnab, batta and nahla are ta ta and the symbol is I I; kalb, shams and far are ta es and the symbol is I Z; 
shajara, samaka and baqara are tati ta and the symbol is I . At first we try to guess the rhythm of each word, after we clap it 
and we try to read the graphical notation. Giving a movement also to the silence helps a lot; the movement might be a cross 
over with the hands, that in common body language means absence. Another thing the teacher can do is to put some tape on 
the board and ask some students to stick the pictures in a horizontal line on the board as they please and then the class can 
try to read and clap the sequence. The most important thing is to always start from a pulse motion (stepping regularly) and 
maintain the movement while performing each rhythm. 
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Lesson 7

Introduce quarter note and quarter note’s rest (Table 8)

Review Table 8 and from there introduce Quarter Note and Quarter note Rest asking them to call the quarter tone Ta and 
the quarter tone rest Es, each of which is to be aligned with one of the beats they are keeping with their hands on the desk.
This is a very smooth transition and an easy way to teach them the difference between quarter notes and quarter note rests 
without introducing them as such.

Rhythm-talk

Before playing the game it is essential to explain to the children that every spoken language has its own unique beat and that 
we can find music and rhythm within it. Choose a number of words and phrases to teach the children their rhythms. For the 
purpose of this exercise you might choose the following:

• Arnab, batta, na7la

• Shajara, baqara, Samaka

• Urkud ,Waqef, bass

• La2a la2a Aa

• Ma turkod, ma twaqqef, wet7arak

After the students have mastered these elements, choose a song and teach it to them with the clapping rhythms. For this 
exercise you might choose the following song:

Imshi Imshi ya Qitar  3a Siket il 7adid

7amel Ma3ak kul msafer chick chick chick chick beep (x2) (Songs CD Track 07)

The next step is to ask the children to play only the rhythms of the song without singing or saying the words and ask them to 
imagine singing the song in their minds.

Role play: 

Everyone chooses a world or a short sentence. Try to say this same word/sentence in different ways: really loud, really soft, 
fast, slow, speaking like a little girl, speaking like an old man, pretending to be upset, surprised, happy, sad, sleepy, etc.

Learn a new song: Idha Kunt Mabsut Ilyom (Songs CD Track 5)
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Lesson 8

Rhythm words

In this game there is just one speaker while the others are clappers. The speaker says a name of a famous person and the 
clappers clap back the rhythm of this name. Every student gets a chance to be the speaker.

Your friends’ voice: 

Everyone has got a different voice; do you know your friends’ voice? All in a circle, one child is in the middle, their eyes cov-
ered with a scarf. One of the others says a little sentence, the one in the middle has to guess who spoke.

Introduce half note and quarter note (Table 8)

Review Table 8 and from there substitute the short lines for quarter notes and the long lines for half notes, stressing that the 
half note is as long as two beats while the quarter note is only one beat long.
This is a very smooth transition and an easy way to teach children the difference between half notes and quarter notes with-
out introducing them as such.

Review an old song 

Learn a new song: Ana Batta hilwe Kteer (Songs CD Track 3)

Instruments

The second time the teacher decides to teach about instruments he/she should probably present a whole family of instru-
ments with a mention of the different instrument families (string, wind, percussion and keyboard instruments). Since the 
teacher will not be able to play all the instruments it is advised to use pictures and sound tracks to present the instruments. 
If it is possible to bring a friend to perform for the kids on the new instrument please do so. The teacher should talk about 
the name of the instrument, how It produces sound, what it is made of and which music it is used in. This can be done over a 
period of 6-8 weeks. Please refer to the Instruments Appendix for more information. 

Let’s say that we will start with the woodwind instruments. The teacher can bring in a flute, a clarinet and an oboe. Listen 
to a recording of each instrument: flute (Debussy’s “Prelude a l’apres midi d’un Faune”, Instru-ments/Listening CD Track 2), 
clarinet (Mozart’s “Clarinet Concerto”, mvt 2, Instruments/Listening CD Track 1) and oboe (Shubert’s “Ninth Symphony”, 
mvt 2, Instruments/Listening CD Track 8). Look at the instruments: which materials they’re made of, how do they work, why 
they’re made like this? After they try to produce a sound on all the instruments the students should be instructed to change 
the sound using the keys. 
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Lesson 9

Introduce meter (Table 8)

Introduce 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 meter
Use Table  8 as a starting point and then slowly incorporate the half notes, quarter notes, quarter note rests and eighth notes 
previously introduced. 

Music instruments

The first step in teaching young children instruments would be to show them one instruments, play it for them, let them try 
it and then maybe listen to a recording of a piece played on the instrument. Here the choice is left to the teacher. 

Call and response (Rhythm)

Here follows a conversation between two students clapping the rhythms of the words at the same time. Use the following 
conversation for this:

Keef 7alak (keef 7alek)

Mnee7 (mnee7a)

Winta keefak (Winti Keefek)

Students should pass the call to the next person until everyone has had a turn.

Call and response (Voice)

Children should be asked to spread throughout the space so that they can see each other. Each student should choose two 
notes (an interval) to sing throughout this exercise. What happens here is that one student addresses another with his/her 
own specific call and receives the response from friends which in turn send their own call to another person. This continues 
until each student has had a chance to send out a call and return with a response. 

Learn a new song: 3indna 7maar (Songs CD Track 2)
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Lesson 10

Learning the musical alphabet (Table 9)

Learn the major scale going up and going down 

Deliberate mistake

Write out a rhythmic exercise on the blackboard, perform it for the students and include a deliberate mistake and see if they 
notice it and if they can remember where it was made.

Transmission of sound 

The goal of this game is to establish a continuous vocal line consisting of voices from the whole classroom. Here one student 
begins their singing (improvising) and when he/she has done the others keep singing the last note of the melody, passing it 
along to their neighbours by touching their finger. The next student sings the last note of the previous student’s melody as 
the first note of his/her own melody. This process repeats until each student has had a turn at singing.

Musical chairs (Listening CD Track 13)

All move when music is playing; and all stop when music stops

All stop when music is playing and all move when music stops

Half of the classroom moves when music is playing and the other half moves when music stops.

Evaluation: The variation in when there is movement and when there is not is teaching them control over their motion and 
heightening their listening skills, the division into two groups doing different things to the same sounds sample allows them 
to feel what musicians feel when playing chamber music or such.
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Lesson 11

Solfeggio, rhythm exercises:  half notes, quarter notes, eighth notes, quarter note’s rest (Tables 5, 6 and 1)

Use Tables 5, 6 and 1. Review the concepts and have them perform rhythmic solfeggio exercises written on the board in spo-
ken rhythm. Then ask children to clap the same exercises while you are tapping the beat for them. Explain that rests are not 
to be clapped. Switching from spoken rhythms to clapped or tapped rhythm is quite difficult and it might take a few times of 
repetition or maybe a few lessons.

Listening to music (Listening CD Track 14)

Listen with attention and be able to recognize directions in musical phrases (melodies going up and down, use of high and 
low instruments). Connect these directions with the body movement. This music is basically built with two ideas (one high 
notes and wind instruments, the other low notes and sound of the cello) which alternate during the all music piece. The 
children are sitting in a circle of chairs. When the music goes up the class should stand up, when the music goes down they 
should sit on the chairs. The up moments can be related to ideas of awakening, morning alarm etc.; down moments to ideas 
of being tired and sleepy. 

Sound and its career 

This game develops in children the sense of improvisation by reference to a droan or ostinato. The fundamental sound can 
be provided by a cello (single note) or the humming of the whole classroom on a single note. Here the droan continues and 
students take turns improvising around the tone, meaning they start from the tone and end on the tone returning to the 
humming after they are done.
Review old song 
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Lesson 12

Valzer (Table 3)

Introduce the idea of the repeated sign
Clap each row as a class and then slowly split them into 4 groups doing four different things. Clapping the dif-ferent lines one 
at a time is quite easy for children; however, clapping the 4 lines simultaneously is rather challenging. The teacher should 
modify the exercise as needed, maybe just two lines at a time or more if the classroom is following well. 

Pitch

In order for these games to work, the teacher should perform a set of voice warm ups. It could be something involving singing 
the chromatic scale up and down. Draw a diagram of wave motion on the board and ask all the students to imitate the waves 
with their voice; demonstrate and get them to imitate, up, down and staying in place. The presence of an instrument to dem-
onstrate such changes in pitch would be rather helpful. A further development of this game could focus on getting children 
used to producing sounds as directed by a leader or conductor. Here the leader makes the motions of a wave and explains 
that students should sing high notes when the wave moves up and low notes when the wave moves downward.

Listening through the body (Listening CD Track 9)

Create moments of coordination music/movement, this time in a group. Develop the game acting out something, imitating 
something. Play in group using music and movement; be able to draw with the body lines in the space.

The music used in this game is the spiritual Gospel Train arranged adding some train sound effects and exalting speed dif-
ferences. The children will make a train putting each one the hands on the shoulders of the person who precedes them. The 
train leaves and get faster and faster, keeps the velocity for a bit and after arrives, slowing down.

New song: Al-Qitar (Songs CD Track 7)

Voice warm up 

After singing the songs, It’s important to pick a suitable song to do voice warm up through so that it remains relevant to the 
students. This is more suitable then just doing a regular voice warm up, because there is reference to the song. For this les-
son, the teacher might use Al-Qitar, taking the last phrase of the song, that is “chick chick chick chick beep” (sol fa mi re do) 
and use it for a chromatic warm up with children to open up their voices.
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Lesson 13

Tension and release in music (Listening CD Track 15)

The objective here is to understand that there are a number of different moments in a musical piece which; this is made with 
connections between music and movement. 

First it is important to become aware of the changes in muscular tension (to be relaxed/to be tense) and between different 
kinds of movement (marching, walking, dancing for joy in circles for days on end, spinning and spinning and spinning till you 
fall down, jumping into a barrel of paint and body painting the walls, front flip, back flip, front flip, back flip, front flip, back 
flip, smile…).

The music used for this exercise is Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance arranged with two different ideas, one light and fluid, that 
the children are supposed to connect with a relaxed way of walking, the other more solemn and “rhythmical”, that can be 
associated with a march. During the piece these two ideas are alternated, at the beginning in long sections, after the sections 
become shorter and shorter.

Pitch discrimination

In order for these games to work, the teacher should perform a set of voice warm ups. I suggest something involving singing 
the chromatic scale up and down. Give each student a pitch and ask them to go up and down and then come back to the note.
 
Time signature

After you have introduced the time signature, ask the students to clap and stamp beats in time (signatures of 4/4, 3/4 and 
2/4). They are not allowed to do the same thing more than twice (clicking fingers, clapping, stamping etc.)

Review old song

The teacher might also ask the students if there is any particular song they would like to sing as a group.

Review note values, rests, time signature, and music alphabet (Tables 8 and 9)
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Lesson 14

New song: Ummi Ra7at Titsawwaq (Songs CD Track 1)

Singing the scale (Table 9)

Sing the major scale up and down
Sing fragments for them using solfeggio syllables and ask them to repeat each fragment singing the right pitches and dura-
tions
Draw the scale on the blackboard (under rising steps) and ask each child to sing the pitches you are pointing to with your 
assistance.

Rhythmic voice game 

In this game we stay in the realm of sound but a rhythmic aspect is added through the use of consonants. The game consists 
of dividing the classroom into two groups; the first group uses the consonants (dgdgdgdgdgdg) and the second group uses 
the consonants (tktktkktktk). The first group sends out a call to the second group, using their consonants and in accordance 
with the wave motion of the leader. The second group responds in the same fashion. This call and response continues until 
the leader signals the end of the exercise.

d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g        t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k      d-g-d-g-d-g-d         t-k-t-k-t-k-t         d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g         t-k-t-k-t-k
              d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g tak  t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-t-k-doud-g-d-g-d-taka di t-k-t-k-t- go  d-g-d-g-d-g-d-g dadi  t-k-t-k-t-

Rhythms with percussion instruments

Distribute one percussion instrument to each student, and ask to be quiet and not play right away. They’ll all play anyway! So 
give each child a little time to discover their instrument, to try to obtain different sounds using different techniques. While 
one is playing the others should be in silence and listening. Maybe go around in the circle twice or three times.
After the children have discovered their instrument, use two simple symbols, one for the sound (DUM) and the other for the 
silence (ES). Write a small sequence of these symbols on the board and ask them to play it. Then write an opposite sequence 
below the first one:

Sequence 1: DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES

Sequence 2: ES  DUM ES DUM ES DUM ES DUM

Divide the children in two groups; the first group will perform sequence 1 and the second group will perform sequence 2. 

Listening to music (Listening CD Track 14)

Telling a story or helping children in creating a story with the music really helps them listen to the music more attentively. In 
this case, for ex., a story of a thief entering a home could be told.
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Lesson 15

Promoting calm and concentration through breathing

Children are asked to raise their arms about their heads and slowly lower them in front or on either side (de-pending on 
space and number of students) while breathing out on the sound Sh.
Then they place their hands (fists) on their ribs and breath out in short, strong puffs of air, to teach them to inhale quickly 
and deeply.
Whisper loudly the letters P, T and K repeatedly in that order to activate the muscles that control the diaphragm.

Review instruments (Listening CD Track 3 and Table 12)

Here use sound tracks, pictures or real instruments if possible. Explain what they are made of, how they produce sound and 
what context these instruments are played in. It is essential to hear the sound of the instruments when you are talking about 
them.

Introduce the music staff, treble clef, the notes Sol and Do (Table 10)

Draw the music staff; explain that there are five lines (the lowest is the first); tell them that we write notes on the staff that 
can be positioned on the lines and between the lines; add in treble clef and explain why it is called (mufta7 sol) and draw in 
Sol; finally draw in Do.
Provide a hand-out for each child with these new concepts all labelled and ask them to review these concepts over the course 
of the week.

Review old song

Lesson 16

Listening and drawing

The goal of this activity is to develop active silence while listening with great attention to music. Also this helps the students 
relax and begin to recognize some instruments.
Distribute paper and pencils of different colours. Don’t explain too much and just put the music on; sit with the students and 
begin to draw lines and dots on the paper following the music. Listen to three different pieces: the second movement from 
the Ravel piano concerto, a piece by Stan Getz and a piece of a Mozart violin and piano sonata. After each piece ask the class 
if they liked the music and if they had an idea of which kind of instrument were playing, or, more in general, if was a little or 
a small ensemble. Ask some of the children to show one of their drawings to the class and explain and comment it. 

Review the musical alphabet (up and down, Table 9)

Review saying the musical alphabet as a group

Perform a note drill for each of them: what’s under Fa? What’s above Re? etc.

Review an old song
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Lesson 17

Review the staff, treble clef, Do and Sol (Table 10)

Introduce new notes on the staff:  Mi (Table 10)

Introduce on the blackboard and ask children to remember where the notes are and then scramble them around and point 
to the note asking them individually to recall the name of Do, Mi, Sol.

Advanced voice warm up (Table 9)

Do major scale starting just with Do Re Do and then adding a new note every time - Do Re Mi Re Do - Do Re Mi Fa Mi Re Do etc. 

New Song: Nassam 3alayna Il-hawa (Songs CD Track 9)

Lesson 18

Voice warm up

Review an old song

New Song: Il-7ilwa Di (Songs CD Track 10)

Review all instruments’ names  (Listening CD Track 4)

After going through all the instruments. Introduce the concept of an orchestra: the number of instruments, how they are ar-
ranged, the conductor and have them listening to a symphony.

Introduce Arabic music instruments and ‘Takht Il-Sharqi’ (Listening CD Tracks 6, 7, 11)

After introducing the instruments individually (Oud, Qanoun, Buzouq, Nayy, Table, Daff) talk about the ‘Takht Il-Sharqi’ as 
the typical formation of Arabic music.

 

Lesson 19
Making instruments

Make your own instruments using basic materials; this develops creativity in making  and in searching for new sounds. This 
exercise also teaches team work.
Distribute one bottle to each child. Ask them to try to make a sound out of it. Going in circle everyone will have to find a 
sound that no one discovered before, and remember it for the next turn. Ask the children to search for little sound, minimal 
movements. To be able to listen to those little sounds the whole class must be really quiet and this is difficult. After they have 
practiced on their own twice or three times; they are ready to play their bottle sounds in pair with a classmate and try to 
improvise using the new sounds they just discovered.
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Lesson 20

Song competition

Review all the songs you have taught through a song competition, asking each student to sing a different song from the previ-
ous student. The teacher can say that the winner gets a prize; but the next lesson they should all get a prize but the one who 
won can get something more special. This way students will not be too jealous and they will feel the teachers love them even 
though they did not win.
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7.   Other materials and suggestions (Songs, CD’s track list, etc.)

CD 1 Songs:

01. Immi Rahat Titsawwaq

أمي راحت تتسوق

أمي راحت تتسوق أختي بتخبز بالطابون
ستي عملتلي عجة قلتها بزيت الزيتون

قالتلي طعمي صحابك وال تنسى دفي حالك
قلتلها شـكرا كتيـــر عالعجة بزيت الزيتون

02. 3indna 7mar 

3indna 7mar shiklo latif bas bileil m2ar2i3na
B2adiha yinahe2 tinhi2 yikhreb sharro mghalebna
Ya 7aram, ya 7aram allah yisaber hali7mar (x2)

Fi  yom min ilsub7iyat ra7lo jidi tayihadi
La2ah wa2ef u za3lan m3aned ma bido yimshi
Ya 7aram, ya 7aram allah yi3a2el hali7mar (x2)

Aja ilyom iltani Kaman la nam u la nayamna
Nzilnalo ma3 iljiran ya 3ami shoo fa2a3na
Shoo bidak ya 7mar law ti7ki u tkhalesna
Nus ileil u 3iz inhar ma btkhalina nithana

Aja yom min ilayam t3araflo 3ala 7mara
Ra2 balo sar yinam u hidyat min ba3do il7ara
Law 3arfeen min zaman kan ma khalenah 7ayran
3arafna 3ala 7mara taman balo u tamanna
3indna 7mar shiklo latif bas bileil m2ar2i3na
B2adiha yinahe2 tinhi2 yikhreb sharro mghalebna
Ya 7aram, ya 7aram allah yisaber hali7mar (x2)
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03.  Ana Batta 

Ana Batta 7ilwe kteer; jismi kullo mghata reesh
Min doon ghina u min doon ras ma ba2der 3eesh
Bsur3a suf tneen tneen ra7 nur2os ra2set ilteir
7ut idak bi2eed rfi2ak 3a mahel hiz 2eedek
Wa7ed tneen talate 3al ishmal
Wa7ed tneen talate 3al yameen
Wa7ed tneen talate 3al ishmal 
Rafref bijna7ak khalina nteer

04. Kull yom bil yomo

كل يوم بيومه

هيك بصح من نومي  (3)   كل يوم بيومه
هيك بغسل وجي      (3)   كل يوم بيومه
هيك بفرشي سناني  (3)   كل يوم بيومه
هيك بحمم جسمي  (3)   كل يوم بيومه
هيك بلبس تيابي       (3)   كل يوم بيومه
هيك مبشط شعري   (3)    كل يوم بيومه
هيك بضب العابي    (3)    كل يوم بيومه

05. Isa Kunt Mabsoot el yom 

إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم

إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم زقف إيديك،  ليش ما تخبر كل الكون
إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم إرفع إيديك ، ليش ما تخبر كل الكون

إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم إضرب رجليك ، ليش ما تخبر كل الكون
إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم اغمض عينيك ،ليش ما تخبر كل الكون

إذا كنت مبسوط ضم صديق ، ليش ما تخبر كل الكون
إذا كنت مبسوط اليوم زقف إيديك،ليش ما تخبر كل الكون

06. Nut mitl Il-Arnab 

Nut Mitl Il arnab Nut nut nut
Imshi shway shawyi mitl il2ut
Irfa3 7alak 3ali mitl ildub
Teer 3ali 3ali mitl ilbat (x5)

07. Al-Qitar 

Imshi Imshi ya Qitar  3a Siket il 7adid
7amel Ma3ak kul msafer chick chick chick chick beep (x2)
Music
Imshi Imshi ya Qitar  3a Siket il 7adid
7amel Ma3ak kul msafer chick chick chick chick beep (x2)
Music
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08. Shams al Atfal 

Zuri Zuri buyutana ya shams al-atfal
Wa adi2iha buyutana ya shams al-atfal
Wa humu 7ub il-dunya, lahum lu3abu ildunya
Wa humu fara7 il-bal ya shams al-atfal

09. Nassam ‘Aleyna el Hawa 

نسم علينا الهوا
من مفرق الوادي

يا هوا دخل الهوا
خذني على بالدي

يا هوا يا هوا
ياللي طاير بالهوا

في منتورة طاقة و صورة
خذني لعندهن يا هوا

فزعانه يا قلبي
اكبر بهالغربة

و ما تعرفني بالدي
خذني، خذني

خذني على بالدي
نسم علينا الهوا
من مفرق الوادي

يا هوا دخل الهوا
خذني على بالدي

شو بنا شو بنا
يا حبيبي شو بنا

كنت و كنا تضلوا عندنا
و افترقنا، شو بنا

وبعدها الشمس بتبكي
عالباب و ما حتكي
ويحكي هوا بالدي

خذني، خذني
خذني على بالدي
نسم علينا الهوا
من مفرق الوادي

يا هوا دخل الهوا
خذني على بالدي

10. Hilwa Di 

احللوة دى قامت تعجن فى البدرية
والديك بيــدن كوكو كوكو فى الفجـرية

ياهلل بنا على باب اهلل يا صـنايعية
يجعل صباحك صباح اخلير ياسطى عطيـة

طلـع النهار فتــاح يا عليــم واجليـب مافيهــــشى وال مليــــــم
مني فى اليومني دول شاف تلطيـــم زى الصـنايعية املظاليــــــــم

الصبر أمره طــــال وايش بعد وقف احلال
ياللى معاك املــال برضه الفقيـر له رب كرمي

أوالد أوربــــا ما بيناموش عن الصـــــــنايع ما يونوش
االفرجنى داميا حلق حوش واملصرى جنبه بيطلع بوش
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ســبع صـنايع فى إيدينـا والهــم جايـر عليـنا
ياما شــكينا وبكينا يا أغنيـا ليه ما تساعدوش

ما تشد حيلك يا بو صالح إضربها صرمة تعيش مرتاح
خلى تكالك ع الفتاح ياهلل با ياهلل الوقـت اهو راح

الشمس طلعــت واملــــــلك هلل
ما تشيل قدومك والعـــدة وياهلل

اجــرى لرزقك خليها على اهلل

11. Eram Sam Sam

Eram sam sam eram sam sam ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ram sam sam
Eram Sam Sam Eram Sam Sam ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ram sam sam
Rumore rumore ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ram sam sam
Rumore rumore ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ghuli ram sam sam

12. Bim Bam

Bim bam bim bam biri biri bam 
Biri bam biri biri bam bim bam
Bim bam bim bam biri biri bam 
Biri bam biri biri bam bim bam
Bim bam biri biri bam biri bam
Biri biri bam bim bam
Bim bam biri biri bam biri bam
Biri biri bam bim bam

13. Simmammaka 

Simmammaka simmammaka
Ruka ruka ruka simmammaka
Simmammaka simmammaka
Ruka ruka ruka simmammaka
Tempeya tempeya
Tempeya tempeya
Ruka ruka ruka simmammaka

14. The Incy Wincy Spider 

The Incy Wincy spider
Climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain
And washed the spider out
Out came the sun
And dried up all the rain
And the Incy Wincy spider
Crawled up the spout again
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Listening CD (Hints for the teacher)

03. Musical Instruments - answers

1. Flute
2. Clarinet
3. Trumpet
4. Trombone
5. Piano
6. Guitar
7. Violin
8. Double Bass

05. Sounds of animals – answers 

1. Horse
2. Chicks
3. Dog
4. Elephant
5. Parrot
6. Cat
7. Lion
8. Rooster
9. Grasshopper

17. Sounds from the nature – answers

1. Thunder
2. Rain
3. Heart quake
4. Sea
5. Wind
6. Waterfall
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Table 6

Table 7

Exercise 1
___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___

Exercise 2
______   ______   ___   ___   ______   ___  ______   ___
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Table 8

Notes (نغمات)

 

Meter (متر)
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اسمنتا   استراحة
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CDs’ Track list

CD 1 Songs 

1. Immi Rahat Titsawwaq
2. 3indna 7mar
3. Ana Batta
4. The Cleanliness Song/kull yom bil yomo
5. Idha Kunt Mabsoot el yom
6. Nut mitl Il-Arnab
7. Al-Qitar
8. Shams Al-atfal
9. Nassam ‘Aleyna el Hawa
10. Hilwa Di 
11. Eram Sam Sam 
12. Bim Bam
13. Simmammaka
14. The Incy Wincy Spider

CD 2 Listening

1. W. A. Mozart Clarinet Concerto mvt 2
2. C. Debussy: Prelude a l’apres midi d’un Faune
3. Musical Instruments
4. L. Beethoven Symphony no 5. mvt 1
5. Sound of animals
6. Dal’ouna What if
7. Qanoun Taqasim
8. F. Shubert Ninth Symphony mvt 2
9. Listening through the body
10. Correspondence sound-sign 
11. Arabic percussion
12. R. Korsakov Flight of the Bumblebee
13. Move and Stop
14. High and Low
15. Tension and release in music
16. Listening and body rhythms
17. Sounds from the nature
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Music Education
A practical toolkit to teach music in primary schools

Toolkit realized within the framework of the project 
“Music Bridges West Bank, Italy and France”

2010-2013

Al Kamandjâti Association aims at supporting the education and schooling of Palestinian children by 
making music more accessible to them, especially those living in refugee camps and villages throughout 
Palestine and Lebanon. 
www.alkamandjati.com - info@alkamandjati.org

  

      Disclaimer:
                                           This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. 
       The contents  of this publication are the sole responsibility of Terre des Hommes Italia

 and Al Kamandjati and can in   no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.

Terre des Hommes Italy assists 100,000 children 
and 400,000 people with 72 projects in 24 countries.
We carry out humanitarian relief and international 
development projects in child protection.
www.terredeshommes.it - info@tdhitaly.org 


